Abstract-At their core, many time series data mining algorithms can be reduced to reasoning about the shapes of time series subsequences. This requires a distance measure, and most algorithms use Euclidean Distance or Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) as their core subroutine. We argue that these distance measures are not as robust as the community believes. The undue faith in these measures derives from an overreliance on benchmark datasets and self-selection bias. The community is reluctant to address more difficult domains, for which current distance measures are ill-suited. In this work, we introduce a novel distance measure MPdist. We show that our proposed distance measure is much more robust than current distance measures. Furthermore, it allows us to successfully mine datasets that would defeat any Euclidean or DTW distance-based algorithm. Additionally, we show that our distance measure can be computed so efficiently, it allows analytics on fast streams.
INTRODUCTION
Most time series data mining algorithms, including algorithms for clustering, similarity search, many variants of classification, rule-discovery, and anomaly detection, are at their core algorithms that reason about the similarity of time series subsequences. Such reasoning requires a distance measure, and most algorithms use Euclidean Distance or DTW as their core subroutine [1] [2] [3] . We argue that these distance measures are not as robust as commonly believed. The unwarranted faith in these measures derives from:
• Optimizing to benchmarks. The UCR Time Series
Archive is undoubtedly a useful resource for the community [5] . However, as [6] and others have noted, the data in the archive has been contrived in several ways that often make the datasets poor proxies for real-world problems. Failure to be competitive in some of these datasets is an excellent way to screen unpromising ideas. However, being competitive in most datasets in the archive does not necessarily mean the proposed distance measure will be useful in real-world deployments.
• Self-selection bias. The community remains reluctant to consider difficult domains, for which current distance measures are unsuited. Consider the snippets of data shown in Fig. 1 , which shows eight examples of the same insect behavior. The reader can quickly generalize from these examples as to what constitutes the targeted behavior. We will show that both Euclidean Distance and DTW will fail here.
In this work, we introduce a novel distance measure, MPdist (Matrix Profile distance). We show that MPdist is more robust than current distance measures and allows us to tackle datasets that would defeat any Euclidean or DTW based algorithm.
Note that while we critique the overreliance in the UCR archive benchmarks as an indicator of the progress in time series data mining, this disparagement is not born out of "sour grapes." As we will show in [7] , the MPdist produces highly competitive results on these benchmarks. Beyond this, we show that our measure has properties that allow it to tackle much more complex datasets. The useful properties of the MPdist include:
• Ability to compare time series of different lengths.
• Being robust to spikes, dropouts, wandering baseline and missing values, and other issues that are common outside of benchmark datasets.
• The invariances to amplitude and offset offered by DTW and Euclidean distance [3] , as well as additional invariances, including phase invariance, order invariance, liner trend invariance and stutter invariance.
• Ability to be computed very efficiently, allowing great scalability. While this pattern is easy for a human to learn ("from a baseline, a sudden drop, followed by two to nine peaks, as the value returns to the baseline"), this type of behavior is very difficult to model with distance-based algorithms that use current distance measures. To illustrate this, in Fig. 2 .left we clustered three examples of Phloem-Ingestion behavior with three smoothed random walks. The results for Euclidean distance are surprisingly poor; the clustering looks essentially random. Note the problem is not solved by using DTW or other measures. While DTW can "warp" out-of-alignment peaks, it cannot warp, for example, three peaks to five peaks. Thus, two peaks must be left "unexplained," incurring a high distance cost and swamping any similarity that exists. Similar remarks apply to k-Shape [10] and other phase invariant measures. We note in passing that near identical issues have been noted for sign language recognition. For example, "the number of [sub-shapes] contained in a sign can vary among signers due to personal signing preference," manufacturing processes, etc [10] . While our proposed measure is completely distinct from DTW, it does share some similarities with it. In particular, the MPdist:
• Subsumes Euclidean distance as a special case [11] .
• On essentially all datasets, achieves accuracy greater than or equal to Euclidean distance. This is an unsurprising consequence of the previous point.
• Requires just a single, easy-to-learn parameter.
• It is a measure but not a metric; this non-metricity is an unavoidable consequence of the invariances it supports. As we explain in Section III.A, this non-metricity is highly desirable.
• While a single comparison is expense (relative to Euclidean distance), the amortized cost of subsequence search is relatively cheap, essentially the same as Euclidean distance.
Given this, we believe that the impact of MPdist on time series data mining may be similar to DTW's impact during the last decade [11] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we introduce the necessary definitions and notations to understand our contributions. In Section III, we introduce the MPdist, explain its properties and its relationship to other distance measures, and show how we can accelerate MPdist subsequence searches. Section IV offers a detailed empirical evaluation of our ideas. Finally, in Section V we offer conclusions and directions for future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we introduce all the necessary definitions and notations, and consider related work.
A. Definitions
Definition 1: A Time Series (T = t1, t2, …, tn) is a sequence of n real values. Our proposed distance measure will quantify the distance between two time series based on local subsections called subsequences. We chose 3 as the shortest permissible value for L, because it is not meaningful to normalize time series that are shorter, and non-normalized time series are rarely useful for measuring distances [11] .
For our proposed algorithm, it is required to extract all subsequences. This is achieved using a sliding window.
Definition 3:
Sliding window: All possible subsequences of a given time series T can be extracted by sliding a window of size L across T. There are (n -L + 1) such subsequences, which we denote as SubseqNum.
The time series similarity join, also known as all-pairssimilarity-search, is defined in [18] . Due to its importance as a subroutine in our proposed method, we briefly review it here. Intuitively, the task of the similarity join is "Given a collection of data objects, retrieve the nearest neighbor for each object" [19] . The similarity join set is defined on a set of all possible subsequences of a time series, referred to as the AllSubsequences Set.
Definition 4:
An All-Subsequences Set (A) is a set of all possible subsequences of a time series T. The subsequences are obtained from sliding a window of length L across T. Thus,
At a high level, our proposed distance measure will compute the distance between two time series, TA and TB, by aggregating the distances between their All-Subsequences Sets. For this purpose, we need to find the nearest neighbor for each subsequence in A within B (and vice versa). To determine if a member of set B is the nearest neighbor of a member in set A we use 1NN-Join Function. The 1NN-join function is a similarity join operator, which is applied on two All-Subsequences Sets; as a result, we can create AB similarity join set. Definition 6: AB Similarity Join Set (JAB) is a set containing each subsequence in A paired with its corresponding nearest neighbor in B, in which A and B are two sets of AllSubsequences. JAB is defined as:
The similarity join set contains tuples, with each subsequence in set A from time series TA, and its nearest neighbor in set B from time series TB. Note that some subsequences in TB may not be used as neighbors to any elements from TA, and some subsequences in TB may be used more than once. This is because in general JAB JBA.
For our proposed distance measure, we need to obtain the distance between each pair in the similarity join set. After obtaining the nearest neighbor of each subsequence in a set, an array which stores the Euclidean distance of each pair is called Matrix Profile [18] [19].
Definition 7: Matrix Profile (PAB) is an array in which the Euclidean distance between each pair in JAB is stored. The length of PAB is (n -L + 1) or SubseqNum.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the two time series TA and TB have the same length. Moreover, it rarely makes sense to measure the similarity of time series with significantly different lengths (not to be confused with subsequence search, which we show how to perform in Section III.C). Note the matrix profile is slightly shorter than the time series that was used to create it. Fig. 3 shows the PAB of two time series TA and TB. As shown, since TA and TB have a mostly common structure, their PAB has low values, except for the region where sine-waves change to triangular waves, in which case there is no "explanation" from TB in TA. Hence, there is a bump in PAB indicating a high value. The time complexity to calculate PAB for two equal-length time series when L is much shorter than n is O(n 2 ) [19] . If the length of L is a significant fraction of n, then the time complexity grows to O((n -L + 1)×n). In the limit, when L = n, this degenerates to the special case of the Euclidean distance between the two time series, which takes O(n). The following notation summarizes this:
As L approaches n, the time complexity approaches linear time. To make our distance measure between TA and TB symmetric, we will need to compute both JAB and JBA; we denote this operation as the ABBA Similarity Join. Definition 8: ABBA Similarity Join (JABBA) is a set containing pairs of each subsequence in A with its nearest neighbor in B and vice versa.
Note that if a subsequence in A (denoted as TA,i) is the nearest neighbor of a subsequence in B (denoted with TB,j), the reverse of that may not be true; that is, TB,j may not be the nearest neighbor of TA,i. An array which stores all distances in ABBA similarity join set is Join Matrix Profile. The join matrix profile has distances for both similarity joins JAB and JBA; thus, it is symmetric in terms of the order of time series. As a result, the distance calculated based on JABBA between TA and TB is also equal. Fig. 4 shows an illustration of the PABBA of two time series TA and TB with the same length. Fig. 4: top) The concatenation of two time series TA and TB. bottom) PABBA of two time series TA and TB with L = 400. The distance between each subsequence from TA and its nearest neighbor from TB is calculated in C, and the reverse in D. There is a gap between C and D at the middle, because the length of remaining data in TA is less than the subsequence length; thus, the distance cannot be calculated.
As we will show in the next section, this data structure PABBA contains all the information we need to compute the MPdist.
III. THE MPDIST
Intuitively, our proposed distance measure considers two time series to be similar if they share many similar subsequences, regardless of the order of matching subsequences. As the reader will readily appreciate, all such information is available in PABBA (Definition 9); we thus consider the question of how to best exploit it.
If we based the distance on the largest value in PABBA, the measure would become brittle at a single noisy spike or dropout that appeared in either time series. At the other extreme, if we based the distance on the smallest value in PABBA, there would be little discrimination between most time series. This would be like a distance measure for English sentences that only looked at a single word in common. Since most English sentences contain "the" or "a," almost all sentences would be equidistant.
Instead of these two extremes, we propose to consider the value of the k th smallest number as the reported distance. Concretely, we set the value of k to be equal to 5 percent of 2 × n, which is the length of concatenation of TA and TB. While we discuss this exact value on the [7] , the choice of a small value helps us reduce the effect of noise and distorted values in our distance measure algorithm. Note that this implies that when the length of a subsequence is equal to the length of full time series, the MPdist degenerates to the classic Euclidean distance. This is because for that setting, the PABBA has exactly two equal values, each of which is the Euclidean distance between the entire lengths of A and B. Thus, the max (PABBA) is just the Euclidean distance.
Where appropriate, to denote the particular value of the L parameter used in the given experiment, we wrote MPdistL. For example, in Fig. 2 we used MPdist20 (although any value under 60 works well).
In the following sections, we explain the properties of MPdist, and its relationship with the other distance measures. Then we show how we can significantly accelerate query-bycontent under the MPdist.
A. On the Lack of Metric Properties for MPdist
Our MPdist is a measure, not a metric. In particular, it does not obey the triangular inequality. The lack of the triangular inequality property is potentially worrisome for two reasons:
1. Many speedup techniques for query-by-content, clustering, anomaly detection, etc., implicitly or explicitly exploit the triangular inequality to prune the search space, which otherwise becomes intractable for large datasets [3] . 2. Without the triangular inequality property, one can produce distance evaluations that defy human intuitions, such as claiming that objects A and B are similar, and A and C are similar, but B and C are very dissimilar.
To some extent, we may be comforted by noting that DTW is also not a metric; yet, it can be sped up by many other techniques [11] . Furthermore, it has been empirically confirmed as a highly competitive measure for most time series problems in several large-scale comparisons [5] .
It might be argued that DTW is almost a metric. This is especially true if we have a narrow warping window, which is strongly advocated due to other reasons [11] . However, we believe that there are situations/datasets that require a distance measure which can strongly violate the triangular inequality. To see this in practice, let us first consider an analogous problem in string matching. Consider the following common American girl names:
Lisabeth, Beth, Lisa, Maryanne, Anne, Mary If asked to cluster these names into two groups, we would surely expect [{Lisabeth, Lisa, Beth}, {Maryanne, Mary, Anne}]. However, it is unlikely that a distance measure that insists on the triangular inequality would give us "Beth" and "Lisa" in the same group, since they do not share a single character with each other. Yet, both share one character with "Anne".
As Fig. 5 shows, we can create perfect analogues of such data in the time series domain by recording the Y-axis of handwritten versions of these names. They cannot be correctly clustered by the Euclidean distance, as expected. However, as Fig. 5 also shows, the MPdist can correctly cluster the data here. The property that causes the MPdist to violate the triangular inequality is an important one. The MPdist measure is able to ignore some of the data. In contrast, Euclidean distance and DTW must explain all the data in the sequences being compared. As noted above, the other cited reason is for the desirability for scalability. As we will show in Section III.C, this is not an issue for us. In fact, we can compute the MPdist at least three orders of magnitude faster than real time in realistic settings.
B. The Relationship to Other Distance Measures
Having seen the MPdist, it may be useful to place it in the context of the other major distance measures, which are: • Dynamic Time Warping: Two time series are considered similar if, after adjusting the non-linear time axis, they can be made similar under Euclidean Distance [11] .
• LCSS Distance: Two time series are considered similar if, after deleting some small sections from one of them, they can be made similar under the DTW Distance 1 [2] .
• k-Shape: Two time series are considered similar if, after some circular shift of the time axis, they can be made similar under Euclidean Distance 2 [10] .
• MPdist: Two time series are similar if they share many similar subsequences under Euclidean Distance.
This list is by no means exhaustive. Dozens of alterative measures have been introduced in the last decade [2] . However, in several rigorous comparisons, the initial enthusiasm for them has cooled [2] . Many of them are perhaps best seen as simply variants of DTW.
C. Speeding up MPdist Search
As noted above, the time complexity of MPdist is O(n 2 ) in the worst case. This lethargy would be a serious problem if we wish to perform MPdist similarity searches (i.e. query-bycontent) in large datasets. Similarly, DTW was introduced to the data mining community in Berndt and Clifford's famous 1994 paper [4] . However, it had almost no impact on practical applications until lower bounding searches brought its amortized time complexity down from O(n 2 ) to just O(n) [11] . In this section we will show that the MPdist is amenable to a similar acceleration for query-by-content.
Problem Statement: Given a query Q of length n and a much longer time series T of length m, we wish to create a distance vector (MPdistvect) that contains the MPdist between Q and Ti:i+n, for all i in the range 1 to m-n+1.
The MPdistvect is shown in red in Fig. 6 . The MPdistvect is minimized at the location of the nearest neighbor of Q. More generally, this distance vector is all we need to find the k-nearest neighbors, to answer arbitrary range queries, etc.
The brute algorithm to compute MPdistvect is O(mn 2 ), which is clearly untenable. However, as we shall now show, we can compute it in just O(SubseqNum × m) time.
We begin by obtaining the All-Subsequences Set of Q (Definition 4), and then calculating the distance between each individual subsequence in the set to every subsequence in T. The MASS algorithm allows us to do this very efficiently [8] . As Fig. 6 shows, this gives us SubseqNum Euclidean distance profiles, the j th of which we denote as dj. 6 highlights an arbitrary region of T beginning at Ti with a length of n, and the corresponding region of the distance profiles, each with the length of SubseqNum. For notational clarity, we envision this SubseqNum × SubseqNum region as a matrix that we call D.
Perhaps surprisingly, D contains all the information needed to compute MPdist(Q, Ti:i+n). The key observation is that using just D we can calculate PAB and PBA, thus obtaining PABBA.
The steps to calculate PAB and PBA are as follows:
• PAB: The row-wise minimum of D corresponds to PAB.
Recall that the first value in PAB is the minimum distance between the first subsequence in TA compared to all the subsequences in TB, which is the minimum of the first row of D. In the same manner, the remaining values of PAB can be obtained as the minimum of all the other rows in D.
• PBA: The column-wise minimum of D corresponds to PBA. PBA is simply the minimum distance between the subsequences in TB compared to all the subsequences in TA, which is just the column-wise minimum of D.
Thus, by concatenating PAB and PBA, we can obtain PABBA and therefore the MPdist. Fig. 7 illustrates this. The time complexity for calculating a single Euclidean distance profile is O(mlogm) [8] ; so, the time complexity for calculating the distance profile for all subsequences is O(SubseqNum × mlogm). The key to achieving this dramatic speed up is realizing that as we slide our query from location Ti to Ti+1 to produce a new D, we do not need to recalculate everything from scratch; we just need to update a handful of values. As we slide our query one step, some points will ingress into D at the right and some points will egress from D at the left.
Concretely, for each step to the right, we have SubseqNum new points in distance profiles added to the D, and the same number removed from the D. Let us see how these incremental updates change PABBA, and how we can address them:
• Ingress: For PBA we can find the column-wise minimum of the last column of D for new arrival point in O(SubseqNum). In addition, for PAB recall that we must find the minimum of each row in D. This problem is equivalent to finding the classic sliding window minimum [14] , which can be solved in O(1) for a single row, and in O(SubseqNum) for all rows.
• Egress: We can easily remove the first point from PAB and PBA in time complexity O(1).
Thus, the amortized time complexity of obtaining the matrix profile for new arrival points is O(SubseqNum). As a result, the 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To ensure that our experiments are reproducible, we have built a website which contains all data/code/raw spreadsheets for the results, in addition to many experiments that are omitted here for brevity [7] . We perform many experiments that were excluded for brevity, we ask the interested reader to visit [7] .
A. A Case Study in Power Demand Data
One of the areas in which time series data mining has been applied to the most in recent years is mining electrical power demand time series. In the absence of a benchmark dataset in this domain, we created one. While examining the REFIT dataset [12] , we noticed that House 1 has two freezers that were individually metered. For each freezer, we extract 1,500 40-minute snippets, carefully aligning them (for the benefit of rival methods; MPdist is phase invariant) so that the increase in power demand happened at the third minute. Fig. 8 shows some examples, clustered by ED and MPdist. The clustering results suggest that ED has great difficulties here. This is also true for classification of this data. With a 152/2848 train/test split, ED has a 35% error-rate, yet MPdist learns a parameter of 40 on the training data, and then MPdist40 achieves a significantly better 5% error-rate. What explains such a drastic difference? In Fig. 9 , we hint at the answer. The ability of MPdist to focus on the relatively small amount of class conserved behavior and ignore everything else is critical in this domain, and, we suspect, in many other domains. This dataset was also donated to the UCR archive [5] .
V. CONCLUSIONS We have demonstrated that many real-word domains require a distance measure that is more robust than the current state of the art methods. We have introduced MPdist, a novel distance measure to repair this omission. We have shown that the MPdist is more robust to noise, irrelevant data, misalignment etc., than either ED or DTW. Moreover, these desirable features do not come at the cost of lethargy. Under typical assumptions, the MPdist can process data three orders of magnitude faster than real-time data streams from accelerometers or medical devices.
Finally, we have made all code and data freely available to the community (in perpetuity [7] ), to allow the community to confirm and extend our findings. The mean val ues of sub-region of class 1 and class 2 of the Freezer da taset (bold lines), augmented by lines indi cating ± one standard devia tion (fine lines)
